such as in the well-known case of the axial next-nearest-neighbor Ising (ANNNI) model. 2 In ferroelectric materials, interesting modulations in form of domain patterns, involve not only domains with alternating up and down polarization but also vortices 3 and ferroelectric skyrmions 4 as recently reported. Ferroelectrics are often also ferroelastic 5 and modulations of the strain state also occur in these materials. So far, measurement techniques such as X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 6, 7 , Piezoelectric Force Microscopy (PFM) or Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) have been used to follow electric-field induced ferroelectric domain switching. [8] [9] [10] [11] In contrast, microscopy studies of the temperature-driven annihilation of ferroelastic a/c nanodomains have received much less attention 12, 13 and it is only recently that the experimental developments have allowed the in-situ study of domain dynamics. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] From a computer simulation point of view, the phase-field method has been extensively employed to model domain evolution and domain structures in a variety of ferroelectric systems. [20] [21] [22] While analytical thermodynamic theories are able to predict relative stability of single domain states or simple multidomain states with pre-assumed domain wall orientations 23 , phase-field methods predict the stable domain states and the spatial scale under a given external constraint.
When ferroelastic materials are grown in thin film form on a suitable crystalline substrate, they can be subjected to epitaxial strain, which typically relaxes by the formation of ferroelastic domains. 24, 25 For example, in a ferroelastic tetragonal system on a cubic substrate, 90° domains are expected to form to relieve the stress. Depending on the sign of the strain (compressive or tensile) imposed on the film by the substrate, either so-called a/c domains (with the long axis alternating in-plane and out-of-plane) or a/b domains (long axis fully in-plane) are preferred. 26 In the absence of dislocations or other defects, ferroelastic domains in epitaxial films are expected to alternate periodically. [24] [25] [26] The periodicity of this modulation, or the domain width (w), is determined by the competition between the elastic energy in the domains and the formation energy of domain walls and is a function of the thin film thickness (d). For the cases when d > w, there is a square root dependence 24 w = β d 1/2 , that holds for both epitaxial 27 and freestanding 28 layers. It is, in fact, a particular case of the Kittel's law that also applies to ferromagnetic and ferroelectric, nonferroelastic, systems with 180° domains. 27, 29 In the ferroelastic case, geometrical effects are also important and the phenomenon of discretization of domain widths, with minimum sizes determined by the need of lateral lattice coherence at the domain wall, have also been shown. 30, 31 In addition, a careful look at the literature reveals that, often, the different domain sizes present in a particular film are related to each other (see Figure S1 in supplementary information). [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] Why this is the case is an open question. Recently, an original approach has been put forward, in which non-equilibrium ferroic domain structures in perovskite oxides are rationalized with respect to surface folding, wrinkling, and relaxation, following a hydrodynamics-like approach. 37 As both misfit strain and domain wall energies change with temperature, the equilibrium wall-towall distance is also temperature dependent and changes the domain pattern via coarsening.
Thus, the question arises how does the system evolves towards (global or local) equilibrium.
This is important because understanding the dynamics of domain formation will provide access to, and control on, the different available states.
In the present work, we report the direct observation of ferroelastic/ferroelectric domain evolution by sequential periodicity halving/doubling on BaTiO3 thin films, using temperaturedependent piezoreponse-force microscopy (PFM). The mechanism observed agrees with expectations based on basic principles, but rarely discussed explicitly, of new domains forming at equidistant points between existing ones, where the stress is minimum. It is challenging to find an experimental system in which this process can be observed neatly and live. 38 Moreover, we present the results of phase field simulations that support the experimental observation of periodicity doubling in BaTiO3 thin films. This phenomenon can explain the discretization of domain sizes that we have detected in various systems [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , suggesting that this is general for ferroelastic systems.
(EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND THEORETICAL METHODS)
The experiments have been performed on BaTiO3 films grown under low epitaxial strain on SrRuO3-buffered NdScO3 substrates, as described in ref. [39] . The low-strain condition flattens the energy landscape such that different ferroelectric domain configurations can be accessed within a moderate temperature range. 40 In particular, the films display a paraelectric-ferroelectric phase transition at 130°C and a second transition at about 50°C. This second phase transition takes place in between two quite complex phases (details reported somewhere else 41 ) but, for the sake of the present results, it can simply be described as a transition from a ferroelectric/ferroelastic high-temperature, pseudo-tetragonal a/c domain structure to a ferroelectric/ferroelastic low temperature, so-called ca1/ca2, monoclinic domain structure 41 . Since the monoclinic distortion and out-of-plane polarization components are rather small, this phase is very close to an orthorhombic phase (the two different in-plane lattice parameters are due to the in-plane anisotropy of the NdScO3 substrate), with an in-plane 90° a/b domain configuration.
Thus, for simplicity we treat the room temperature state as an in-plane a/b pseudo-tetragonal domain configuration.
Unlike in other ferroics, the transformation from a/c to a/b domains in these films is slow enough to be followed with the PFM technique. The experiments have been performed using Dual AC Resonance Tracking mode (DART) in an Asylum AFM system. This mode provides a natural signal amplification mechanism by following the cantilever mechanical contact resonance,. Since for these samples the polarization is mainly in-plane, we performed Lateral -PFM measurements (LPFM) and used the lateral deflection signal to extract the corresponding lateral cantilever contact resonance, which is sensitive to the in-plane ferroelectric polarization perpendicular to cantilever axis (DART -LPFM). After collecting PFM images of the films at room temperature, the samples were heated to the paraelectric phase at 200°C for 5 minutes and then cooled down in steps of 10ºC. Measurements were performed at each temperature between 70ºC (about 20ºC degrees above the nominal transition temperature), and 30°C. The same measurement procedure has been followed to study the domains evolution upon heating: the The phase field method was utilized to model BaTiO3 thin films under a relatively small anisotropic epitaxial strain. The bulk free energy density of the system was described by an eighth order Landau-Devonshire polynomial where the free energy coefficients were provided by Wang et al. 42 Both the electrostatic and elastic free energy contributions were also considered, and the methods provided by Li et al. were used to solve the resulting mechanical and electrostatic equilibrium equations. 22, 43 The domain wall energy is assumed to be isotropic and introduced via a Ginzburg gradient energy. 23, 44 We vary the temperature to obtain the domain pattern evolution during cooling or heating between 25°C and 100°C. Both 3D and quasi-2D
simulations were utilized to understand the domain evolution behavior of the BaTiO3 films.
(RESULTS and DISCUSSION)
An LPFM image showing the room temperature domain configuration prior to thermal cycling is shown in Figure 1a ). This image shows the periodic a/b domains with domain walls parallel to A similar phase transition mechanism, albeit shifted in temperature due to thermal hysteresis, is observed when heating the samples from the a/b to the a/c domain configuration, as shown in In our new experiments, branching points are found (white circle Figure 1d) where two a/c domains merge into one, similar to those reported in various works 13, 15, 37, 50 . All these bifurcations have a b-domain passing through them, showing that they are preferred nucleation points for new b-domains. 29 Due to the random distribution of these defects, slightly different domain sizes can be present and kinks (or less straight domain wall) are found for some of the newly formed b-domains (Figure 1e-f) , due to the merger of two b-domains with different nucleation points. In these cases, a deviation from the intrinsically favorable 2 n domain evolution law. Indeed, we have occasionally observed tripling of domain widths.
Interestingly, these experiments have also shown the self-repairing of "wrongly" nucleated domain walls, such as those signaled by the dashed green markers in Figure 3c . It is then interesting to note that the system is able to "correct" small discrepancies in domain sizes after the domains have already been formed. would repeat the process between a first-generation singularity and a second generation singularity, and so on. Of course, other strain components may differ. In addition, the walls contain dipoles, which lead to further long-range interactions. 54, 55 Being able to follow the evolution of ferroelastic domains, allows for a better understanding of the properties of the material, which often show signatures of the history of domain formation.
One example of this is the domain size modification by pre-existing domain walls that we have observed in our films. As mentioned before, the domains width (w) dependence on the film thickness (d) is given by 24 w = β d 1/2 , where the β pre-factor varies between systems, as it is primarily a function of the anisotropy of the order parameter. 56, 57 Ferromagnetic systems give rise to a larger β ( ≈ 10-100 nm 1/2 ) than the β found for ferroelectric systems (~1-5 nm 1/2 ), for which a strong crystalline anisotropy exists due to the presence of a polar axis. 58 Differences in β pre-factors within a single type of material can also be found when the sample morphologies produce different domain wall widths. 59 In the very thin film limit (for d < w), Roytburd's approximations are not valid and a rigorous calculation of the elastic energy of the system leads to an approximate linear dependence of w with d. 25, 26, 60, 61 This law, thus, describes the optimal average domain size in thermodynamic equilibrium and in the absence of defects. When kinetic effects affect the final domain configuration, w = β d n scaling laws with ½ < n < 1 have been observed. 32, 62 In our samples, the expected w = β d 1/2 is observed (in Figure 4a So pre-existing walls acting as nucleation and pinning sites will still give rise to a quadratic law if they are sufficiently periodic with a modified β scaling factor.
From the results of the phase-field simulations, shown in Figure 5 , it is easily seen that the alternating pseudo-a/b phase appears at low temperatures and an a/c tetragonal structure predominates at high temperatures. From Figure 5a , it can be seen that the domain structure of the high temperature phase, a/c, agrees with the experimental observations previously captured by Everhardt et al. with (101) domain walls. These simulations also demonstrate the change in domain wall orientation from {101} to {110}, consistent with PFM experiments, with the "new"
(orthorhombic) domains forming in the middle of the "old" (tetragonal) domains. An analysis of the phase-field simulation results in a β coefficient of β = ~7 at high temperature and β = ~10 at low temperature, supporting our experimental observations.
As the temperature of the system decreases, or increases, the periodicity of the domains halves, or doubles, also in agreement with experimental observations. Investigation of elastic energies agree with analytical theory and experimental observation of stress relaxation and the formation of new domains at the center of old domains. In order to be able to show larger simulation areas,
we have also performed 2D simulations. The orientation of the polarization in the two phases is not fully in agreement with the experiment, but successive nucleation of a new domain halfway between existing domain walls is clearly observed as the temperature is decreased. This is consistent with the apparent sequential periodicity halving observed in the PFM experiments. In addition, it is shown that the 'new' domains nucleate near the film-substrate interface, along a 90° (100) domain wall and along the <110> directions.
(CONCLUSIONS)
In conclusion, we directly observe, for the first time, sequential periodicity halving/doubling of ferroelastic/ferroelectric domains through a phase transition in BaTiO3 thin films. This demonstrates that the maximum probability for the nucleation of a new domain is exactly in the middle of an existing domain, halfway between two existing domain walls. We, thus, observe a characteristic transitional sequence: the first generation of domains is periodic, the second generation nucleates in the middle between existing domains, the third again in the middle between second generation domains and so on. Similar sequences were found as part of clockmodel calculations. 63 This behavior is part of a class of scaling phenomena known as period-doubling cascades that have been observed in nature in a wide range of physical systems and are mathematically investigated by means of bifurcation theory. [64] [65] [66] [67] Despite such phenomena are well-known for dynamical systems and a link with spatially modulated phases of matter has been made 1 , they have not yet been observed experimentally. We believe that our observation of domain periodicity halving is not exclusively characteristic of the system under investigation, but represents a more general mechanism of transformation in materials with periodic structures. 
Note S1
The presence of different coexisting domain widths in epitaxial thin films is ubiquitous in the literature. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] Careful analysis shows that these widths often appear to be governed by the 2 n relationship expected from periodicity halving/doubling. As example we can point to 
Note S2
The growth conditions were not identical for all the BaTiO3 thin films available and the quality of the films varied. In order to extract the domain sizes for Figure 4 is given in Figure S2 . It can be seen that the spread of domain sizes around the square root law fit is larger, but the best fit gives the same pre-factor β as that obtained from Figure 4 . 
Note S3
Coexistence of a/b and a/c domain structures at room temperature has been observed in some of the BaTiO3 thin films by means of PFM and XRD, as also reported in ref. [40] . 
